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Jack Johnson - Any Wonder

                            tom:
                G

            Afinação: Db Ab Db Gb Bb Eb
Intro: D  Gbm  G  Em7

[Primeira Parte]

           D
Is it any wonder?
           Gbm
Or can I believe in
        G
Another morning
             Em7
That I can?t keep
            D
I sing all alone now
                    Gbm
The birds are still sleeping
          G
A passing storm off in the distance
         Em
Looks so peaceful

[Refrão]

Morning comes and go      I can?t hold on to now

It?s so hard to let go    Maybe I don?t know how

My shadow gets so long   And I get lost somehow

If you can hear me now

                   D
Morning comes and goes
                   Bm
I can?t hold on to now
                    E
It?s so hard to let go

Maybe I don?t know how
                   D
My shadow gets so long
                 Bm
And I get lost somehow
                    A
If you can hear me now

( D  Gbm  G  Em7 )

[Segunda Parte]

              D
And is it any wonder?
                 Gbm
And is it really so hard to believe
         G
That the light might come and go
        Em7
And the love might never leave
       D
One by one now
                 Gbm
I hear the birds waking
        G                                   Em
Another morning song that I can?t take with me

[Refrão]

                    D
Morning comes and goes
                   Bm
I can?t hold on to now
                    E
It?s so hard to let go

And baby, I don?t know how
                  D
My shadow gets so long
                   Bm
And I get lost somehow
                    A
It?s so hard to let go

If you can hear me now

                 D
Shadows come and go
                    Bm
We can?t hold on to now
                    E
It?s so hard to let go

Baby, I don?t know how
                    D
Light will come and go
                   Bm
We get so lost somehow
                         A
You can always come back home

If you can hear me now

Acordes


